**APP 223|5.56 PRIMER POCKET DEPRIME & SWAGE KIT**

For: 223 REM, 5.56 NATO, 300 BLACKOUT

**Designed exclusively for the APP press.** Swage primer pockets as fast as you can operate the press lever.

**Small Swage Die:**
- 10-32 NUT part # FE2030
- SMALL SWAGE DIE part # PA4389
- 22 CAL. SWAGE PUNCH part # PA4395

**#4 Swage Holder:**
- SMALL SWAGE PUNCH part # 91565
- #4 SWAGE HOLDER part # PA4391
- 406 X .500 SPRING part # LMI851
- DISC SPRING (5 req.) part # PAI525
- BL BS INSERT part # BS4260
- 0-RING part # BS4324
- SWAGE CAP part # PA4367

**Attention:**
Before swaging, you must use this decapping and flare die included in this kit.

The slight flare allows easy entry of the swage punch into the case mouth. The tapered flare punch also rounds the necks that may have been driven over by a tank or HUMV.

Install the decapping and flare die until it touches the shell holder, then tighten Philips screw on spline drive lock-ring.